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Asset Tracker.Net
Automate Employee Provisioning and Secure Assets
Asset Tracker.Net simplifi es asset management 
processes: profi ling and cataloging, provisioning, 
collection, and depreciation, for assets including hardware 
(laptops, BlackBerry® devices), software, security assets 
(codes, passwords and keys), furniture and telephony.

Simplify Asset Management
Through Asset Tracker.Net, organizations can quickly 
search through their asset inventories, with features for 
fi ltering and sorting by asset type, assignment, model 
and more. Asset Tracker.Net also streamlines the asset 
request process with approval routing. 

Asset Tracker.Net features provisioning lists that simplify 
employee roll-on, as well as termination checklists that ensure assets, including security items such as keys, system 
accounts and codes, are collected when employees leave the company.

Automated Asset Survey
For businesses with numerous and sometimes expensive assets that are unidentifi ed and untracked, Asset Tracker.
Net offers a “Survey” function which quickly assembles an organization-wide, searchable and sortable catalog of 
assets. With a mouse-click, a Survey form is emailed to all employees. Once opened, the Survey automatically 
detects the system specifi cations of the recipient’s computer (including processor, installed RAM and operating 
system) as well as all installed applications and 
automatically populates the responses. The recipient 
also reports the other various assets in their possession 
and then returns the Survey, which automatically inputs 
reported items into Asset Tracker.Net.

Integrates with Other Modules 
Asset Tracker.Net integrates with other TrackerSuite.Net 
modules, facilitating IT and reporting processes. For IT 
departments, its integration with Support Tracker.Net
helps develop and maintain an asset repair/issue history. 
Through the Tracker Data Warehouse reporting engine, 
organizations can develop reports on software, hardware 
and fi xed assets, and generate asset lists. 

Experience TrackerSuite.Net Today
Register online at http://www.TrackerSuite.Net/RFI for http://www.TrackerSuite.Net/RFI for http://www.TrackerSuite.Net/RFI
immediate access to a TrackerSuite.Net evaluation site 
and have a hands-on evaluation of TrackerSuite.Net 
today.
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Automated Asset Surveys

Manage Asset Requests



Simplify Employee Provisioning

Asset Collection Checklists
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